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Samsung water filter haf-cin/exp lowes

High-quality, affordable activated carbon filter replacement: Samsung DA29-CIN-EXP, HAF-CINEXP, HAFCIN, HAFCIN, 04609101000, 09101, 46-9101, 469101, DA-97-08006A, DA-97-08006a-B, DA-97-08006B, DA29 00019A, DA2900019A, DA2900020A, DA2900020B, DA97-08006A-B. Suitable for the following Samsung refrigerators and more;
REFSVC, RF260BEAESR, RF260BEAEWW, RF261BEAESR, RF263BEAESR, RF263TEAESR, RF323TEDBSR, RF4267HABP, RF4267HARS, RF4267HAWP, RF4287HABP, RF4287HARS, RF4287HAWP, RF23J9011SR/AAMist filter line by ClearWater the Higher standard in affordable water filteringLong lasting up to six months or 300 gallonsTested and
Certified by Iapmo R and T to NSF/ANSI Standard 42 Brand/Model CompatibilityComparable to DA29-000020B, DA29-00020A, HAF-CIN, 46-9101, 9101, WSS-1, WF294, EFF-6027AInstallation TypeTwist-in Brand/Model CompatibilityComparable to DA29-000020B, DA29-00020A, HAF-CIN, 46-9101, 9101, WSS-1, WF294, EFF-6027AInstallation
TypeTwist-in Fits French Door RefrigeratorsFits Side-by-Side RefrigeratorsFits Bottom-Freezer RefrigeratorsFits Top-Freezer RefrigeratorsFilters Particulates (Class I)Filters P-DichlorobenzeneReduces Chlorine Taste and OdorCA Residents: Prop 65 Warning(s) Fits French Door RefrigeratorsFits Side-by-Side RefrigeratorsFits Bottom-Freezer
RefrigeratorsFits Top-Freezer RefrigeratorsFilters P-DichlorobenzeneReduces Chlorine Taste and OdorFilters Particulates (Class I)CA Residents: Prop 65 Warning(s) Fits French Door RefrigeratorsFits Side-by-Side RefrigeratorsFits Bottom-Freezer RefrigeratorsFits Top-Freezer RefrigeratorsFilters Particulates (Class I)Filters P-DichlorobenzeneReduces
Chlorine Taste and OdorCA Residents : Prop 65 Warning(s) Prices, Promotions, Styles and Availability may vary. Our local stores do not respect online pricing. Prices and availability of products and services may change without notice. Errors will be corrected upon detection and Lowe reserves the right to cancel all stated offers and correct any errors,
inaccuracies or omissions, including after placing your order. CUSTOMER RATINGS AND REVIEWING THE TERMS OF USE These Terms of Use govern your behavior related to the customer ratings and overview service offered by SAMSUNG (hereinafter the CRR Service). If there is a conflict between the SAMSUNG Privacy Policy and these Terms of
Use, these Terms of Use control the CRR service. By transmitting any content to SAMSUNG, you will represent and guarantee that: you are the sole author and owner of intellectual property rights; all moral rights that you may have for such content are voluntarily waived by you; the entire content that you post is accurate; you are at least 13 years of age;
The use of the Content you have provided does not violate these Terms of Use or cause any harm to any person or entity. You agree and guarantee you may not submit content that is known to be false, inaccurate or misleading by you; infringes third party copyright, patent, trade mark, trade secret or other property rights or the right to disclose or privacy;
which infringes any law, statute, regulation or regulation (including, but not limited to, rules governing export controls, consumer protection, unfair competition, anti-discrimination or false advertising); which is or may reasonably be considered defamatory, defamatory, hateful, racially or religiously biased or offensive, unlawfully threatening or unlawfully
harassing any person or entity; for which you have been compensated or paid by a third party; containing any information referring to other websites, physical addresses, e-mail addresses, contact details or telephone numbers; containing computer viruses, worms, or other potentially harmful computer programs or files. You agree to indemnify and maintain
samsung (and its parent, affiliates, subsidiaries, agents, joint ventures and third party service providers, including, but not limited to, Bazaarvoice, Inc. and their respective officials, directors and employees), who are in breach of all claims, claims and damages (actual and indirect) that are known and unknown, including reasonable attorney fees arising from
your above assurances and warranties or violations of any law or any third party. Any content you provide, you grant TO SAMSUNG an open-ended, global, irrevocable, royalty-free, fully transferable right and license to use, copy, modify, delete in its entirety, adapt, publish, translate, create and/or sell and/or distribute such content in any form, media or
technology worldwide without compensation to you. All content you provide may be used at the discretion of SAMSUNG. In accordance with applicable laws, SAMSUNG reserves the right to modify, condense or delete any content on the Samsung Website that SAMSUNG detates at its sole discretion in violation of the content instructions or other provisions
of these Terms of Use. SAMSUNG does not guarantee that you will have any remedies for samsung to change or delete any content you have submitted. Ratings and written comments are usually posted within two to four business days. However, Samsung reserves the right to remove or refuse to submit any proposal for any reason in accordance with
applicable law. You acknowledge that you, not SAMSUNG, are responsible for your submission content. None of the content you provide is subject to the rules of SAMSUNG, its agents, subsidiaries, subsidiaries, partners or third party service providers, and their respective directors, By providing your email address regarding your rating and review, you
agree that SAMSUNG and its third-party service providers may use your email address to contact you over your review and other administrative purposes. Purposes.
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